
Break-out session I: 
Evaluation of sustainability

Presented by Francesco Accatino



1. Main project findings/outcomes and 3. Progress in science:

This will surely not be exhaustive, but the idea is to give examples. I will not give too many specific examples in order not
to overwhelm, I will try to give priority to general things. I think many things here also answers about the “progresses in
sciences”.

Overall, all the projects arrived to a wide view about all the different aspects of sustainability (environment, economy,
animal welfare and social), even to supply chain. Cooperation across countries.

• Technology transfer
- e.g., machine deep-learning techniques implemented in a farm [PigSys]
- on-line tool for sustainability evaluation [SusPigSys]

• Example of Findings
- Willingness to pay by consumers for lower environmental footprint [EcoLamb]
- Innovations come on the three pillars of sustainability and have no age [AnimalFuture]
- Digitalization and improvement in animal welfare [PigSys]

• Data
- Data collections on the 3 pillars of sustainability [SusPigSys, AnimalFuture]

• Transfer to policy-makers
- Assessment of the sensitivity of farms to global warming [PigSys]
- National workshops for policy-makers [PigSys, SusPigSys]

• Methologies
- Coupling quantitative and qualitative information [AnimalFuture]
- Aggregating data to sustainability scores at (sub-)theme level [SusPigSys]

• Insights from system thinking
- Notion of trade-off among sustainability dimensions [SusPigSys, AnimalFuture]

• Communication/dissemination
- Interactive dashboards to spread on social-media [AnimalFuture]
- Websites, scientific communications [all]



2. Outlook to the Future:

• Need for protocols for implementing communication
• Need for protocols for data collection 
• Try to reduce the costs for the farmers (for example improving digitalization to support decision-making)
• Solutions for the farmers to invest less
• Make connections in order to spread innovations beyond specific and regional contexts
• Building dialogue between producers and consumers
• Roles of different actors for softening trade-offs (solutions from farmers, solution from policy-makers)

 Importance of language: deliver information in specific languages to reach farmers and all stakeholders
• Involve more commercial partners, find a way to reward them
• Countries have different regulations/constraints (e.g., concerning the use of digital technology): 

make these regulations uniform.
• Alternative and innovative communication strategies (maybe a specific TV channel?) 

Farmers very seldom rely on scientific communications, they mostly rely e.g., on documentations.
• Mixing qualitative and quantitative information
• The difficult post-project life of projects

 “Maybe next time it will be better” (in the project we initiated some processes “e.g., building a data collection 
protocol”… but in the next project it will be easier and it will not be from scratch..)

 Would be great to have the possibility for project participants to have chances to exchange about practical things 



4. Lessons Learned:

• The need of understanding each other point of view and language
related to the disciplinary background “e.g., we use different
terminologies to describe the same thing…” (at the same time a
challenge but also a good process of personal and professional
improvement) – this takes time!

• The need to make information accessible to non-scientists.



Break-out session II: 
The right animal for the right system

ReDiverse
Presented by Sean Fair



ReDiverse

1. Main project findings/outcomes:

ReDiverse
• Bringing together all the main players in red dairy cattle breeding
• Did farmer surveys which informed study and policy 

SusSheP
• International partnerships built and we continue to work together after SUSAN
• Have a clearer picture of why frozen-thawed sperm cannot cross the cervix of 

some ewe breeds.

SusTradeOff
• Bringing together nutrition & breeding companies from the start. 
 Impact realised quicker.

• Alternative proteins (more cost effective and sustainable) to boost resilience
• Better use of resources 
• Simulate how selection can affect the trade-off between resistance and 

production (epidemiological model)



ReDiverse

2. Outlook to the Future:

ReDiverse
• List of SNPs for red dairy breeds generated
• Need work on how small populations (cannot use GS) can benefit one another
• Need to preserve rare but important genes in live populations 

SusSheP
• Need a systems biology approach to understand how sperm interact with the cervix
• Breeding for ewe longevity is desirable and possible.  

SusTradeOff
• Need to move from an animal to systems approach 

1. Other resilience indicators eg fast responders to environmental perturbations.
2. Validate resilience indicators under challenging conditions (GxE).
3. Biological characterisation of resilience indicators and variation
4. What are we selecting for? Circular food system; Model production vs 

environmental impact.



ReDiverse

3. Progress in science:

ReDiverse
• Generated whole genome sequencing data for >300 red dairy bulls 
• Now need to analyse this

SusSheP
• Most in-depth characterisation of the sheep cervix biology
• Samples biobanked and datasets available for furture projects
• SusSheP have identified potential biomarkers of sperm transport 
• Identified ewe longevity traits and incorporated these traits into breeding 

programmes

SusTradeOff
• Use for the first time the ‘turnover of protein’ in chicken; cutting edge 

technologies
• Better understanding of genetic architecture of resilience traits
• Better insight into the environmental and economic impact of selection for 

resilience traits
• Need to cross validate results in other breeds/environments
• Possibility to simulate at population scale how selection can affect the trade-off 

between resistance and production (epidemiological model)



ReDiverse

4. Lessons Learned:

Positive aspects:
• Bottom up approach important for research community
• Mix of species and disciplines
• Co-creation process between private & academic partners
• Collaboration between technical institutes & companies instrumental
• Multi/Interdisciplinary nature of projects
• Ability to bring in new collaborators
• Flexibility in budget from SUSAN/Funders

Negative aspects:
• Consortium agreements need to be started sooner. Private industry v. cautious
• Accumulation of personnel issues can impact delivery
• Difficult communication
• 3 year project too short

• Data not all analyzed and integrated
• Not enough time to follow new research leads
• Potential for follow on projects which can exploit existing datasets?

• Some partners without a researcher for part of the project. 



Break-out session III: 
Managing efficiency

Presented by Wendy Rauw



1. Main project findings/outcomes:

Our research showed that sustainable alternatives can be more
profitable. E.g., forage and grazing resulted in a lower carbon
footprint, lower acidification, less resource use, and better
nutritional quality of milk and meat. Aiming for increased
efficiency on novel feed resources with higher welfare reduced the
carbon footprint. Feeding feedstuff byproducts improves net
protein efficiency.

The results from our projects have been useful and important to
the stakeholders, and have resulted in new models, new standards
and recommendations



2. Outlook to the Future:

Our research opens up new questions that can be addressed in new projects (new project 
applications), such as providing a deepened knowledge on the subject (genetic studies, 
physiological mechanisms, etc).

The results on sustainability can be expanded to circular production systems and increased 
biodiversity

Need to resolve conflicting goals and identified trade-offs

Legislation should follow up on results regulation, protection of sustainability goals

Further development in modeling, implementation of results in novel models, from modeling to 
application

New agronomical approaches

From feed efficiency to nutrition efficiency

Application of research setting to practical (e.g., novel possible selection traits to 
implementation in breeding programs)

Focus on selection for adapted animals

Connection between all the links in a chain 
(e.g., crop producer – feeding company – animal producer – retailer, with support from politics)



4. Lessons Learned:

Raising public awareness through dissemination activities was fruitful.
Communicating research findings into practice helps to focus on our
research. Covid crisis has provided new innovations that have been useful
for communication (e.g., with stakeholders)

Multidisciplinary projects are not easy but very useful

Transnational research is useful because partners are compatible

Basic research is also needed in addition to applied research

Need for continuation to funded projects for follow-up research

Funding is limited and needs to be supplemented by additional (national)
funding

EU is all about sustainability, but not everyone is (publication, politics)



Break-out session IV: 
Animal health and welfare

Presented by Volker Stefanski



1. Main project findings/outcomes:

• Immunocastration: Sustainable alternative to production with surgical castrates and boars

• Reliable method - with animal welfare, environmental & potential economic benefits

• High quality meat, also for traditional products / free-range systems

• Optimized knowledge & protocols

• Cattles: Innovation in housing systems has become a research and development topic
• Animal welfare driving force
• More recently, ammonia and GHG emissions from barns have become an added priority
• Project dealt with several of those aspects with emphasis on animal welfare

• Important steps to improve bee health (reduced medicine & mortality) 
• Application of best practices
• Had an impact on stakeholders
• Collaboration with international organizations (e.g. FAO) 



2. Outlook to the future:

• Pig industry should be open for innovation, requires adjustments in production system / 
chain

• Fine tuning vaccination protocol (Tool box welfare – environment – economy) 
• Good welfare ≠ absence of discomfort or disease. Interdisciplinary (science, society, 

ethics). 
• Focus on individual variability. Why do some animals cope better with challenge? 

• Big differences in cattle housing across EU
• Focus on (also cheaper) bedding materials, also bacterial flora
• Increasing focus on ammonia and GHG 
• Combine elements from cubicles and freewalk housing systems

• Further develop the potential to monitor health and welfare in bees
• Develop quality marks
• EU platform on biosecurity / best practices



Next steps / future topics (general)

• Improve resource efficiency

• Dealing with (overcome?) trade offs (e.g. animal welfare – environment); system 
approach

• Politics / pig production sector should be responsive to societal demands (EU standard)

• Society wishes are changing from time to time; farmers need an outlook for making 
investments

• Scientific evidence supports policy makers in decisions, inconsistency in policies create an 
environment of tension

• Who makes the rules? Discount supermarket chains (Aldi, Lidl) – ban of conventional 
meat production

• Future of EU animal production: Smarter and greener?!

• Influence of non-EU markets (e.g. China)

• Zoonosis (African swine fewer, Covid-19)



4. Lessons learned:

Thematic (positive)

• Successful collaboration – leading experts, overarching questions, system approach (all)

• Not possible by single partner or by only looking at one country (all)

• Integration of different levels of pig  production (SuSI)

• Scientific output above expectations and planning (all)

Thematic (negative)

• Decision-making in European pork production appears to be not always based on facts 
and scientific evidence (SuSI)

• The challenge and the acceptance of IC by the meat industry may take a longer time 
(SuSI)

• IC has clear advantages for organic farming, but is not legalized for this purpose in the EU 
(SuSI)

• Dissemination to farmers less than planned, also because of Covid 19, seems to be more 
difficult than scientific work (FreeWalk)

Administrative positive aspect & challenge

• Quick feedbacks and valid administrative support from the SusAn / national teams (all)

• Coordination & distribution limits money to conduct research (SuSI) 

• More flexibility in allocation of funds (although funders did their best) (SuSI) 


